Lyapunov exponents and vectors are used to define and diagnose two-timescale behavior and to construct a new method for determining the slow manifold associated with such behavior. The slow manifold method is demonstrated on high-gain tracking dynamics. The new method is potentially more accurate compared to a method based on local eigenvectors at the expense of more computation, and is more generally applicable compared to methods that restrict the type of coordinate representation in which the dynamical system is given.
Introduction
Disparate timescales in the behavior of a dynamical system can induce a manifold structure in the state space -an organizational structure for the trajectories of the system. In a two-timescale system which has fast and slow behaviors, there may be an invariant slow manifold which attracts trajectories emanating from initial states off this manifold. A slow manifold may also be repelling in that trajectories from initial states off the manifold are attracted to it in backward time, i.e., they depart in forward time. In fact the existence of a slow manifold only requires that each trajectory in the neighborhood of the manifold either depart from or approach the manifold at a rate that is significantly faster than the rates at which trajectories on the manifold evolve.
1 When a slow manifold is attracting for some initial conditions in forward time and attracting for other initial conditions in backward time, it is called normally hyperbolic.
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The existence of a slow manifold presents an opportunity for reduced-order analysis and design. For example, in the case of an attracting slow manifold, the long-term behavior of the system is governed by the dynamics on the slow manifold, because the trajectory through any point off the slow manifold quickly approaches the slow manifold and then stays on it. More precisely, the trajectory asymptotically approaches a trajectory on the slow manifold, but in a practical sense the two trajectories are indistinguishable after a fast initial transient phase. A limitation of most analysis methods for the two-timescale systems is the requirement for a coordinate representation in which the slow manifold can be represented as a graph, meaning that the values of some of the coordinates on the slow manifold can be expressed as functions of the remaining coordinates, and that one knows how to separate the coordinates appropriately for this purpose.
The analytical singular perturbation method 4 is an approach to decomposing a dynamical system on the basis of timescale separation. To apply the singular perturbation method, the dynamical system must be expressed in terms of coordinates that correspond to the different timescales and, through scaling, small parameters corresponding to the different timescales must be identified; that is, the system must be expressed in standard singularly perturbed form. When this form can be obtained, reduced-order analysis and design are possible.
Many examples of the beneficial use of singular perturbations in flight mechanics are given in the survey by Naidu and Calise.
5 A prominent example is the energy state approximation. 6, 7, 8 Certain aircraft in certain situations are incapable of increasing total mechanical energy quickly, though they are capable of changing altitude and velocity quickly 6 -picture gaining speed and losing altitude in a dive or losing speed and gaining altitude in a climb. Fast conversion of potential energy into kinetic energy or vice-versa is possible, even though the sum of the two can only change slowly. If the initial and final states are sufficiently far apart, to minimize the time for this energy increase, the aircraft should be flown at the altitude that maximizes the excess power V (T − D). This optimum altitude depends on the thrust model and in general
